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eaco
Preach
By A. McNEIL HOWARD
An underserved though' ornate
ceremony is now in the final
stages of planning for Tuesday
night at seven o'clock, when the
last rites will be administered for
a certain senile, moth-eaten game
rooster,
according to
Chuck
Chalker, head Tiger undertaker.
Deacon Frank B. Farr, an eminent layman of the Tiger faith
who is adept at such morbid
emoting, will be in charge of the
one-way sendToff fete. The Palatka, Florida chicken burier is due
to arrive in Tigertown sometime
Tuesday afternoon in plenty of
time to complete last-minute arrangements for the funeral.
Tuesday afternoon, the custo—
' mary honors shown a souLless
body, whether the individual to
whom it belonged was liked or
unliked, will be extended the infamous fryer who has stepped in
the Tiger's way once too often
According to Chuck and his somber cohorts who ordinarily lead
the cheering around here, the
bird is tentatively scheduled to
lie in state on Bowman Field before the funeral while the Tige;
drum rolls out a twenty-four
hour dirge.
At seven o'clock sharp the
honor guard led by Deacon Farr
and other dignitaries will march
into the amphitheater for the
rooster's final function in this
world. Though not mandatory,
full student body attendance is
expected for the service, since
this paltry poultry potentate has
figured so heavily in Clemson
activities during his lifetime.
I Following the traditional eulogy by Deacon Farr, the funeral
attendants and participants will
move en masse up out of the amphitheater straight to the Greenville-Seneca highway, down the
highway to the northwest gate of
Riggs Field to the south side of
the track where the nefarious
barnyard misfit will be cremated.
During the burning ritual, Dea■ con Farr will again hold forth as
master of ceremonies.
It is only fitting on such occasions that people not try to
hide their true feelings and emotions; so people who yell them(Continued on Page 8)

ears Scholarship
mm Set For Oct.
II In Long Hall

ynerol

ASME Hears Games
On Gas Turbines Here
Inaugurating the plans of the
Clemson branch of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers
for more interesting programs
this year, W. A. Games, mechanical engineering senior, gave a
talk on gas turbines at the society's second meeting on October 12.
Presenting gas turbines as
second only to atomic power;
Gaines discussed research, principles of operation, and applications of this source of mechanical energy.
Approximately 30 new members are to be taken in this semester. Informal initiation will
begin on October 26.

room, and will be located under
the South end of the Main Building.
The project which will cost in
the vicinity of $8,000.00 is to be
financed by the classes of 1948
and 1949.
The senior class will meet formally soon after the State Fair
holidays at which time a committee will be appointed to head
the project and proceed with the
collection of the funds from hte
Class of '49.

IF You

im Farr Condesceii
lies Services Honorli
Deacon Frank B. Farr, Tiger
supporter from Palatka, Florida,
will be on hand Tuesday night at
seven o'clock to conduct the
funeral service for the Carolina
Gamecock if circumstances permit, according to Chuck Chalker,
head Tiger cheerleader.
Chalker states that there is illness in Mr. Farr's family that
might keep him from attending
the annual pre-game rally; but
at last reports the deacon was
still looking forward to being
here.
Last year, Deacon Farr, the
sinister minister, took his text
from the Ladies Ready to Wear
section of the Sears and Roebuck
catalogue and gave the "infamous
fowl" a rousing send off. According to Chalker, this year's service
will be even greater.
Gator Farr began conducting
rooster funerals when he was an
officer at Clemson before the
war. He states he is always
ready to come back to administer
the last rites since he is an avid
chicken-hater.
The largest crowd ever to attend a gamecock funeral is expected for the one this year, and
according to Chalker "we are
really going to give them their
money's worth."

Col. E. R. Kelly Is
Provost Marshal
Lt. Col. E. R. Kelly, class of '32,
from Charleston and Florence, is
now -Provost Marshall of Berlin,
Germany.
"Shipwreck" Kelly majored in
Zoology and Entomology while at
Clemson. He was class historian
during his freshman year and
gained the rank of first lieutenant
in the cadet corps; He was assistant sports editor for the Tiger
in '30 and '31 and sports editor in
'32.
Col. Kelly was also on the varsity track team and played freshman and varsity football.

Mr. C. E. Gardiner, former professoj of English here, is now
ftiai-ragrrig editor of The Eastern
Breeder, a cattlemen's journal, in
Warrenton, Virginia. He is also
a reporter on a weekly paper in
the same town.
Mr. Gardiner and his wife are
waiting to move into a reconverted stone mill which will serve as
their new home.

Winthrop Girls To
Be Here Sunday
Twenty-five Winthrop girls will
be guests of the Clemson Methodist Church Saturday and Sunday. They will be entertained
with a square dance Saturday evening at 7:30 in the social hall of
the church.
Sunday morning the group will
have charge of the Sunday School
program, which begins at 10:30.
The girls will stay in Methodist homes in the community.

Tins \

TOUGH, YOU SHOULD

s
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Writing Contest To Open Soon
Time Magazine Puts Clemson in Nation
Spotlight With Gov. Thurmond Article
Time Magazine for October llf cross-country team. He was a
features Governor J. Strom Thur- determined student who overcame
mond, graduate of Clemson in a speech impediment by reading
1923 and State's Rights candidate slowly for an hour every afterfor the presidency, with a cover noon to a patient professor. Once
facsimile and a two-and-a-half- his classmates threw him into
page write-up.
the swimming ipool for trying to
The story which gave a practi- shine up too much to the faculty."
cal evaluation of the Dixiecrats
This revelation probably gave
chances for success drew national many a surprise when it brought
attention to Clemson's campus to light the fact that even Mr.
when it told of his attendance at Thurmond was not impervious to
this college.
"pooling" when he was a student
An excerpt states, "When he here.
The Time article, which was
went to Clemson Agricultural
(Continued on Page 8)
College he ran on the college

DA Announces Dance Program
The Central Dance Association
announced this week that it will
sponsor five more dances during
the remainder of the school year,
and that these five will be comparatively large affairs.
The first of these, as has already been announced, is TigerHomecoming Ball on November
19-20. Features of this week-end
will be the banquet for the Tiger

staff on Friday evening, and the
Homecoming Game with Duquesne University on Saturday afternoon.
i Midwinters Ball is planned for
February 13-14.
Military Ball, Taps Ball, and
the Ring Dance will be given in
that order, the first in early
Spring and the last in late May.
Exact dates will be announced

later.
Junior class officers and CDA
spokesmen say that in all probability the Junior-Senior Banquet
will be given in conjunction with
the Ring Dance.
Jack Zieglar, CDA publicity
chairman, said in an interview
that all efforts on the part of the
association to secure sleeping
quarters in barracks for students'

dates on dance week-ends have
met with determined resistance
on the part of the students, and
that if greater cooperation is not
forthcoming some or all of the
dances may be called off.
, No rooms will ±>e available in
town on Homecoming week-end,
he stated, and if the girls cannot
be quartered in the barracks
there will be no place for them to
stay.

New York, N. Y.—The National
Five Arts Award, Inc., a nonprofit organization, designed to
discover, aid and stimulate creative writing in the colleges and
universities in the United States,
has announced the first of its annual contests for its Awards and
Fellowships totalling one hundred
thousand dollars.
Open to all writers, the contests
are primarily for new, college age
writers in the fields of the full
length play, the radio script, the
popular song, the screen original,
the short story and short short.
There are six cash awards in each
category, a $2,000 first prize, a
$1,000 second prize and four
prizes of $500 each. In addition,
and in a special effort to obtain
recognition and financial assistance for young writers, $70,000 of
the total awards will be granted
in the form of 140 Fellowships of
$500 each.
The Fellowships, like the cash
prizes, will be awarded on the basis of merit alone, rather than age
or academic degrees, and will be
granted to writers of talent and
promise. Further, such writers
may use the Fellowship money
in whatever manner will best further their writing careers for it
is not conditioned upon project
outlines or specific writing or
study commitments.
(Continued on Page 8)
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The annual competitive examination for the twenty Sears Roebuck Foundation scholarships,
each worth $100, will be given in
the .auditorium of Long Hall on
Monday, October 18 at 6:45 p. m.,
Dr. H. P. Cooper, dean of the
School of Agriculture announced
today. All first semester freshmen majoring in any department
of the School of Agriculture are
eligible to take the examination.
The examination will consist of
100 general questions pertaining
to agricultural subjects. Fifty of
the questions will be the truefalse type, while the remainder
will be multiple choice. Each department in the school of agriculture has prepared questions to
be used in the test. Students submitting the best twenty examination papers will qualify for the
$100 Sears scholarship awards.
An additional sophomore scholarship of $200 will be given next
year to the student making the
highest grade point ratio among
the twenty winners of next
week's examination.

Senior Plaf-oon To
Drill In New York
During Sun. Tilt*

Guest Room Talked
The construction of an elaborate Guest Room in the basement
of Tillman Hall as a long range
project was pushed through its
initial stages at a meeting of the
senior class recently, Frank Gillespie, president of the club announced last night.
The Guest Room, which has
already been planned by Professor John H. Gates, Dean of the
School of Architecture, will include two lounges, an information
booth, two rest rooms, a powder

or Chicken Burial

IT I©

The Senior. Platoon, Clemson's
crack fancy drill unit, has made
plans to leave at seven-thirty Friday morning for New York City
after accepting an invitation to
drill during the half time of the
professional football game between the New York Yankees and
San Francisco, Sunday afternoon,
October 17.
According to B. J. Perry, electrical engineering senior from
Ridgeland, and the platoon's
drill leader, the cadets should arrive in the big city some time
early Saturday morning after
making a scheduled stop in Richmond and other short stops in
other cities for meals.
After the game Sunday the
platoon will stay in New York
Sunday night and will leave Monday morning arriving in "Tiger;own" sometime Tuesday.
The unit is following up with
their performance this year after
a very successful debut in a New
York pro game last year. Having
*on great popularity at that time,
>hev vt-re asked to participate
again this year.
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-♦ Final plans have been made foi*
I the' invasion by Clemson of CoSTOWS
lumbia next Wednesday and
Thursday. Two football games,
H
■ a dance, bedding for visiting
tiiwyunt . %.
! Clemson students and other af; have been arranged. The
State Fair holidays for Clemson
will start next Wednesday at one
««R»
The cards being distributed by
<*SwJBP?'
o'clock and will continue until 10 IPOAY to secure the names of
p. m. Sunday night.
students interested in going to
The festivities will start at 8:15 the Citadel football game by specin the Carolina Stadium as the ial bus are now being collected.
Clemson freshmen and the Caro- The lair officers are collecting the
line tangle. This will be follow- cards on their lairs and distributed by a dance in the South Caro- ing blank cards to non-members
Stulina Field House running from in their respective areas.
10:30 until 1:00. Music will be dents interested should secure
s
furnished by the Clemson Briga- cards through one of IPOAY's of.•&&> "%
diers and will cost SI.00 stag or ficers and promptly return .them
proDerly filled out.
drag.
Those lairs officers not named
Thursday, the day most students will hit town, will find the in last week's TIGER are as folfirst activities taking place at lows:
Eighth Barracks — President,
2:00. The tea -which was held last
year will be discontinued this James W. Snipes, room 8-408;
year due to inconveniences ac- Vice-President, John D. Locke,
corded Carolina students. A short Jr., room 8-133; Secretary, Phil
welcoming address' by Bobby R. Floyd, room 8-333.
T-l—President, Dick W. DenSumwalt, president of the Carolina student body and the re- ton, room T-l-11; Vice-President,
*t
sponse by David Banks, president Ashley B. Moon, room Tl-39: Secof the Clemson Blue Key chapter retary, William ■ A. Pearson, room
Tl-9.
will initiate the ceremonies.
T-2—President, Edward L. DuJust follow the arrows next Tuesday night and you will hear all, see all, and know all "Gater"
The University of South CaroFan-, the only man m the world who can bury a Gamecock in the proper rites v/ill adminster the
lina band will give an exhibition com, room T2-27; Vice-President,
feature sermon. Last year, the text was taken from the ladies' ready to wear department of the
followed by the National Anthem John A. Brinkley, room T2-7;
jClemsflft's own Brigadiers will play for the: joint .-Clemson-Uiiiversity of South Carolina dance next
Sears Roebuck catalogue—"no chicken shall strike a Tiger and be permitted to live''
and the raising of the flag, by the Secretary, Charles L.v Johnson,
Wednesday night in the Carolina Field House in Columbia. The dance is being sponsored by the
leading organizations of both campuses and will begin at 10:30, immediately after the Clemson-Carcolor guard of the Carolina room T2-55.
olina freshman football game and run until 1:00. Admission will be §1.00.
H. J. Bearden, in room 5-303,
NROTC unit. The football game
between the varsities of Clem- has been appointed temporary
son and the University of South president of the Fifth Barracks
Carolina will start at 2:15 and lair, until such time as permahalftime ceremonies will be taken nent officers can be elected/
Dr. J. O. Smith, pastor of the 150 denominations and 44 counMovies of the P. C. football Buncombe Street Methodist tries (six of them behind the sons wese unable to get into Buncare of by the Clemson Senior
comb Street .Church two weeks
Dr. Roger Crook, professor of
The study will be conducted ville, Ky. Since that time he has Platoon. Just before the platoon game were shown last Thursday Church, Greenville, and a former "iron curtain").
night to a small crowd of IPOAY
Dr. Smith was the only per- ago when the pastor brought this
sociology at Limestone College, from the Christian approach and occupied the position of- professor takes to the field, dignataries at- members in the college chapel. pastor of the Clemson Methodist
i J:II faculty advisor of the State will attempt to encourage active of -sociology at Limestone College tending the game will change The Regional Council met in a Church, will speak at the Clem- son from the Carolinas who at- message to his own congregation.
son Methodist Church Sunday tended the Amsterdam ConferAnother special feature of the
HSU of South Carolina, will lead student participation in the dis- in Gaffney, S. C. Dr. Crook, who sides of the field.
The bedding that will be 'pro- business session immediately after night at 7:30 o'clock on "The ence, and since returning to service will be the singing of
the study on Pre-Martial Prob- cussions through a frank treatthe
movies.
Several
committees
of Single Men to be held ment of the subject. It is recom- is' a native of North Carolina, is vided by the Carolina service fra- were appointed and plans discuss- World Council of Churches and Greenville he has made several "The Hymn Of The United Natalks in the city and in neighbor- tions" by Mr. Bob Thomas.
Friday and Saturday at the Clem- mended that those planning to married, and with his wife, now ternities will consist of a bed and ed. As the TIGER goes to press Some Observations in Europe."
mattress. This will be for Wedson Baptist Church.
attend read as background ma- makes his home in Gaffney.
This special service is jointly ing communities on this historic
All the residents and students
there
are
577
members
in
1948-49
nesday
night
only.
It
is
hoped
The study course will be premeeting.
sponsored
by
churches
in
Clemof
Clemson may come to hear Dr.
This course, which will be r.pen terial the book When You Marry sided over by Bob Holley, direc- that dates for visiting students IPOAY.
,
son and the American AssociaInterest in the message is so Smith Sunday night at 7:30 at
1<> all single students of Clemson, by Duvall and Hill.
tor of the Baptist Training Unions can be arranged, but nothing defgreat that several hundred per- the Clemson Methodist Church.
will be held in the club room of
Dr. Crook is a graduate of of the Clemson Church, and is inite on this has yet been arThere's a rumor that the Wash- tion of University Women.
the Baptist Church. The group Wake Forest College with a B. A. being sponsored by Doug Bar- ranged on this matter. Announce- ington big-wigs are thinking of
Dr. Smith was an official visiwill meet from 7:00 until 9:00 p. degree in sociology after which field, John Dent, Julian Gardner, ment concerning will be made at combating the shortage of stenog- tor to the first meeting of the
rn. on Friday, and on Saturday he took his Th. M. and Th. D. and Harry Kennedy, presidents of a later date.
raphers by adopting an easier World Council of Churches which
from 2:00 until 4:00 and 7:00 to degrees at the Southern Baptist the several training unions. In
test. The way it is now, they was held in Amsterdam, Holland,
9:00 p. m.
Theological Seminary in Louis- addition to' the study, there will
lead an applicant into a room August 21 through September 4.
containing a washing machine, a This was the most representative
be fellowship intervals from time
typewriter and a machine gun. If meeting of the Christian Church
to time under the direction of Pat
AND BUS STATION
she fails to recognize the type- since the Reformation, as there
"Hance,' social leader for the local
were 450 delegates representing
writer, they won't hire her.
ESU, at which times coffee will
Students at Clemson Look
•Kappa Alpha Sigma chapter of
be served.
Pipes—Weber $25-$15
the American society of agronomy
instituted thirteen new members
SHARP WITH CLOTHES
at a formal initiation Tuesday
Bris-Bois, Candy
night. The informal initiation
LAUNDERED AT
began last Tuesday when the
McLEES BROS.
Ph< >ne3481
C. C. Du bose
"boll-weevils" started wearing
their
flasks
containing
the
three
Dr. D. W. Daniel, Dean Emeritus, School of Arts and Sciences, soil horizons. At the formal ini-f
found it necessary to cancel a tiation the following were installJEWELERS
I
Frank Dillard, Mgr.
speaking date because of illness ed as active members: Altman, A.
for the first time in his career. He C, Baker, G. H., Booth, L., Cohen.
was to speak to the Washington P. B., Craven, W. H., Hanna, E
Alumni Club in Washington, D. H., Hardwick, J. H„ and Haigler,
SOUTH CAROLINA
SENECA
E. V.
C, Sunday, October 3.
Also Herring, R. C„ Sally, G.
The eighty-one year old educator and speaker attended the D., Smith, R. C, Steedly, W. M.
Clemson-N. C. State game but and Robert Wham.
was confined .to his bed the fol- | The newly elected officers are
R. R. Montgomery, President; H.
day.
1.50 lowing
Clemson Tiger Ties for
Many students have expressed W. Tiller, vice-president; L. P.
DILLARD-GETTYS SPORTING GOODS
the hope that Dr. Daniel will be Anderson, secretary; J. H. Montgomery,
treasurer;
G.
H.
Baker,
back on the campus after a few
25c
Black Sox for
days of recuperating in the historian; and H. R. Montgomery
Anderson's Only Exclusive Sporting
parliamentarian.
Greenville hospital.

Just Follow

mi
m Students To Go
To Citadel Same

On Tuesday

, :^v.-: ■*

Methodists Hear Smith

fudejit

CLEMSON PHARMACY

Agronomy Society
Takes 13 Weevils

Dr. Daniel Makes
First Cancelafion

CADET LAUNDR

i

JUDGE KELLER

.50

Dungaree Trousers for

Zelan Jackets, Sweat Shirts

goods si-ore

SPORTING GOODS

HOUSEWARE

Just Above State Theater

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
Anderson, S. C.
Cl< 3mson Students A ways Welcome

HOME OF THE SWAP SHOP

On Sale at Your Favorite Eating Place

MAYFASR GRILL
Anderson,

s. c.

I

PARKER FURNITURE EXCHANGE
Call us to sell your merchandise
Come to see us to buy
Most anything salable

COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND
COOKIES

\ COX
Easley, South Carolina

Phone 1414

Ralph D. Parker, Owner
ANDERSON, S. C.

SCIENTIFIC MOTOR TUNE-UP—BRAKE SERVICE j
SCIENTIFIC WHEEL ALIGNMENT—ANTI-FREEZE j
I

Lee Palmer &? Sons

I

f

SENECA
SOUTH CAROLINA
Complete Auto Service — 24 Hour Wrecker Service }
-*

l\
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Thursday, October 11, 1948

rage ror KMio-isoiope lourse

The Clemson Little Theatre will present two one-act plays on Thursday night, October 28 in the
college chapel. One of the plays, "Where the Cross Is Made" by Eugene O'N eil, will feature
the following characters, left to right, Clayton Mays, Ed Watt, Cray ton Crawford, and Ann Hubbard.

—RADIO SALES AND SERVICE
—ELECTRIC SUPPLIES
—AUTHORIZED HOT POINT APPLIANCES
—ADMIRAL RADIOS

MORGAN ELECTRIC SERVICE
Seneca, S. C.

— Visit —
THE ANDERSON HARDWARE CO.
Anderson, S. C.

MEET YOUR FRIENDS AT

POLKENHORN#S RESTAURANT
Completely Renovated and Under New Management
Serving Home Cooked Meals Exclusiwely
SPECIALIZING IN STEAK AND CHICKEN DINNERS
When Better Food Is Served, We Will Serve It.
Operators—Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Keys
110 N. MAIN ST

—

ANDERSON, S. C.

—

PHONE 9184

DR. ARTHUR H. SPITZ, 0. D.
(Eyesight Specialist)
Eyes Examined — Glasses Fitted — Visual Training
Frames and Lenses Duplicated and Repaired.
PHONE 2448

126 1-2 N. MAIN1 ST.
ANDERSON, S. C.

GABARDINE SLACKS, 100 PER CENT
WOOL, $13.50
Corduroy, Gabardine and Wool Shirts
See

HOKE SLOAN
and

Get Set For the State Fair Game

Students May Pick
Up Taps Proofs
Until October 19
All proofs for Taps pictures
have arrived and -may be picked
up at the Taps office until Tuesday night at 8:00 p. m. After
that time no more 'proofs will be
given out and those which remain will be checked over by
staff members. The pose which
is the best in their opinion will
be put in the book.
The deadline must be met if
a student wishes to pick his own
picture.
The office will be open on
Friday, Monday, and Tuesday afternoons from 2:00 to 5:00 p. m.,
and from supper to midnight on
Friday, Sunday, and Monday
nights.

By BILLY SNIPES
Professor John M. Watkins of
the Pnysics department has recently returned from a course in
"Radio - Isotope
Techniques,"
which was sponsored by the Ook
Ridge Institute of Nuclear
Studies.
The course, lasting four weeks,
was attended by 32 professors and
research workers.
The purpose
of this instruction was to allow
those attending to become better
acquainted with the necessary
methods used in employing isotopes in constructive research.
MORE PRODUCING
Prior to the war these activated materials were available id
very limited quantities cormn<?
from cyclotrons. Physicists have
more recently been able to produce comparatively large amounts
with chain reacting piles such as
the one at Oak Ridge.
Usually the term- radio-isotope,
more commonly known as radio
active material, is associated with
the element uranium, which played such an important part in the
manufacture of the atomic bomb.
During the course pursued at Oak
Ridge, emphasis, was, placed , on
elements having more practical
value.
INTERESTING EXPERIMENTS
Many elements can be made
radio active.
For instance, the
carbon in sugar, when activated
and fed to an animal, can be
traced through its body. Experiments with radio-isotopes of
phosphorus in various fertilizer
compounds show which are best
absorbed by plants, since the materials can be detected inside the
plants.
There are two methods of detection.
One is by the use of
certain 'types of photographic
plates. The other is by the use of
the Geiger-Mueler counter. One
of these instruments is on hand
in the Physics department here

at Clemson and the department
is prepared to carry on research
in the radio-isotone field.
Besides his work as an instructor of physics, Professor Watkins
is taking courses leading to a
Master's Degree.
He graduated
from Ciernson in Industrial Physics in 1947. During the war he
was in the Navdl Air Corps. He
is a native of Greenwood, and is
single.

Little Theater's
Membership Drive
Hears Half Mark
Seaspn
membership
of
the
Little Theater is approaching five
hundred. The campaign that was
started to increase the membership to one thousand five hundred will close on October 30.
There will be four major productions during the school year.
"Sparkin' "
and
"Where
The
Cross Is Made" will be given October 28 and 29 as the season
opens. Student membership may
be purchased in Room 1-164 for
one dollar or from tire ROTC
company representative.
The membership entitles the
member to all the productions
and is guest of the Little Theater
at the frequent receptions.
The Little Theater is proud to
announce that every business establishment has purchased a Patron Membership in support of
the school and community wide

Scabbard and Blade, honorary military fraternity, recently tapped ten "fish". Shown congratulating the new men are Bob Holley, Billy Atkinson, and Jimmy Addison. The new fish are David
Parrish, Doug Barfield, David Banks, G. S. Pardue, G. W. Rauton, Roy Thornton and Bobby Hiller.
Not shown in the picture are John Richbourg, Paul Lunsford, and W. C. Herron.
project. It has been only through
the help of both the students and
community residents that the
Little Theater has been able to
advance with such great strides.

Sophs Elect Stovall
'Y' Council President
Jimmy Stovall, from Elberton,
Georgia, was elected president of
the Sophomore "Y" Council at its
regular meeting on Tuesday night,
September 28.
Other officers are Gene McLeod,
Rembert,
vice-president.
Jack Padgett, Ridgeland, secretary and treasurer, and Neil Aimar, Beaufort, chaplain.
No definite -project for the year
has been worked out, but several
prospective ones have been mentioned, according to President
Stovall.
Friday night has been set as the
regular meeting night of the
council.

Phi Psi Raises
Requirements For
Getting In Club
Because of increasing scholastic progress among textile students, Phi Psi has been forced to
raise the requirements for eligibility. This step was necessary
in order to comply with the national constitution of the fraternity, which obligates each chapter
to maintain the highest possible
standards.
These new minimum grade
point ratios have been set at 6.00
for first semester juniors, 5.50
for second semester juniors, and
4.75 for seniors of either semester.

THIS TEST REVEALED

S**Ci

flor OME SINGLE CASE
MAKE THE 30-DAY CAMEL TEST YOURSELF

OF THROAT (RRIWION P
DUE TO SMOKING
CAMELS!

If, at any time during these 30 days, you are not convinced
that Camels are the mildest cigarette you have ever smoked,
return the package with the unused Camels and we will refund
your full purchase price, plus postage. This offer is good for
90 days from this date.
(Signed) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Wmscon-Salem, N. C.

According
to a Nationwide surveys

MORE DOCTORS
SMOKE CAMELS
THAN ANY
OTHER CIGARETTE
Doctors smoke for pleasure, too! And
when three leading independent research organizations asked 113,597
doctors what cigarette they smoked,
the brand named most was Camel!
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that "Bird Dog" Hughes is
that "Baby Face" Hickerson is
looking for new fields since that all set to find him a Columbia
physicis professor has taken over University woman. It would be
his home stand.
more like him (Hickerson) if he
-OSCAR SAYSthat Louis Turnage is losing out (Hickerson) picked a Columbia
kindergarden girl.
fast to a big Tarheel as far as
OSCAR SAYS
Noni is concerned.
that he (oscar) hears that the
OSCAR SAYS
boys composing the Tiger Special
Ole "Lover Boy" Landrum
to Mississippi, Cribbs, Reynolds,
himself is back and "Cat" came
Bradley, Gettys and Gage really
with him.
had a fine- time in Birmingham.
-OSCAR SAYSthat Wallace of the old cadet No wonder he (Bradley) couldn't
coios fame has been mighty quiet write up the football game for
for the past few weeks. Some- the paper so well.
OSCAR SAYS
thing tells me he's had it at both
that Moore is rank happy. He
the "Zoo" and Rock.
(Moore) gave his whole battalion
OSCAR SAYS
that "Tall, air and Red" Rand- an extra drill. Must be 'pulling
all makes plenty of speed at the for Scabbard and Blade. Ha. Ha.
-OSCAR SAYS"Zoo."
He's become the man
that "Cotton". Bailey is getting
about the campus in Wallace's
"stood up" every now and then
place.
by the gal in the Buick converOSCAR SAYS
that Smithwick is cute with tible.
-OSCAR SAYSthat mustache, but not nearly so
that Paul "I'll Be a Colonel In
cute as he (Smithwich) thinks so.
February" Lunsford is getting
OSCAR SAYS
that "Johnny House" Rich- more and more of those qualifiCourse, Col.
bourg fortunately took a good cations he needs.
supply of diamonds to Winnie Crosby helps him.
-OSCAR SAYSWinthrop
this
week-end.
He
that the little fortune teller in
(Richbourg) seemed to be giving
Birmingham really hit "Scoop"
them away rather freely.
Reynolds on the head about his
-OSCAR SAYSthat maybe "Carrott Top" Par- flirting, eh, "Scoop"?
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iteiqfFOnshEps
'"Rig Thursday";is again right on our heel
The blood
pressure ot the campuses oJ
and the University, of
South Carolina areVeacbing I
:. Next Thursday, students will lock horns ii
Street to the State
i i Columbia.
Tlie relations between- the two schools were tlk> best last'
year seen
a moon. Tins wa
through the cooperation of student leaders from both campuses. This
year, a siiriilar group from the same organizations met to
iffiVnHir»« It- .( coukl Ii
iron on! anv diilicul
thumb for the
coming 1'eslivi.li

We think thai
oup is don :i eiiniitviiflji+iie
nuafi.'e joo
in closes'
mis of boil
is no
reason in the v.
come together an
Le! Carolina burtj i
Gamecock, but next Wednesday and Thursday, let us again
show the people of Columbia that we are "Country Gentlemen" and live up to that standard at till times—at the games,
on the slreeis of Columbia, and on [he Carolina campus. We
will be treated ;
uglv.

College officials have I.
i lion that Hie
passing of lb.e. Identific
football games for a
double use is a federal offense, and that few students realize
this. The officials have threatened lo turn any student over
to fedcr:
h+ passing their cards through the
*V.i

. :\S.

Some students at Clemson do not know a good thing
when they see it. This was evidenced at the N. ('.Stale football game as several students were caught giving their IdenlllICi ii on
et into the game.
T le
le Administration have
triec 1 or
wants of llie students
at li e u;
.; with their
date : ;el
nes. This year
for the fi
Hie head of each
:
aisle and
■
•w their I!) card
lor a sec
cut d wn on the amount ot
"heal in
. to bei
Aroc
,', l!ie Slate
;
>r council. Mongame an)
over to
day nigh
counc.il and severely r
ir cards but
with a strong warning.
The Furman and Due ties'
played here. Sludc
Laws
tion as in the past will be tolerate
aren't made lo lie brokei

'N$wjSystem Brewing
' Next year a new ■;
superior io She ■ : ■■
coupon books \"..
will include enough di
Moid at C

f the Town
By CHARLIE STILL
The Spirit's the Thing
replace the old bitter antagonism of bygone
"Gimme Unit good old Clemson Spirit—
days. Such a "new tradition" can only lie
good enough for me!" And so it goes, regarded as one more step in the right diechoing throughout the halls of learning rection for the two largest institutions of
and barracks alike as the Tiger football higher learning in South Carolina. As was
team rolls up impressive victories over the case last year, a dance is planned for
strong opponents. The spirit is high, the Wednesday night. Immediately following
lime is ripe. "Clemson's got it this year," is the Clemson-Carolina freshman game, in
is heard all around, but think back to the which the Cubs and the Biddies will give a
when our team's luck was more closely preview of seasons to come.
For "Big
ded with black cats and Friday the Thursday" itself the Blue Key chapters'-of the
nths. It's always easy to support a two schools have formed a basis for coorwinning cause (or a winning team), but dination of pre-game activities andr halfwhat about the times when the breaks go time ceremonies, which will write another
bad for the boys? Can they still count on chapter in the book of intercollegiate relaus- llien?
tions one week from today in the state's
Morale and pep are now at a level un- capital city.
known in recent years, and there is every
More Phones For More Students
indication that it will slay that way for quite
From the standpoint of material progress
-hi!ile. Optimistically speaking, our gr:don
the campus, at last something has been
iron athletes should claim glory unknown to
done
to alleviate the "telephone situation"
our campus since the departure of the great
in
the
barracks. In spite of the fact that
Cotton Bowl team of the 1939 season. Enthere
are
now "pay" telephone booths in the
thusiastic support for the hard-playing footFirst
and
Eighth Barracks, the YMCA, and
ballers has come from every corner, and
several
places
of business downtown, the
each bit of praise is well deserved. As we
demand
still
is
greater than the availability.
look forward to "The Game", and to the
In
order
to
decrease
some of the waiting
newly established tradition of the "T-Cup",
let's not forget lo keep that good old Clem- lines usually found at these places, pay
son Spirit going stronger and stranger. It booths are now being installed in the Third
may pay off in one more piece of pottery and Fourth. Barracks. There is a possibility
for lite trophy collection on display in the that 'phones will also be installed for the
other barracks as soon as possible. ConClemson Field House.
siderable
numbers of requests have come
Relations With Carolina—Fair and
from
the
pre-fab
areas for telephone service
Warmer
to
be
made
available,
but until recently no
The conferences and plans formulated reaction
could
be
taken
by the companj'. It
ly by llie groups of student leaders repis
to
be
hoped
that
these
areas of married
lling Clemson and Carolina seem to
students
will
neither
be
forgotten
nor neghave succeeded once again in establishing
lected
in
location
layouts
for
the
new
booths.
a spirit of keen yet clean friendly rivalry to

€fC 1R&f& , , , , ,

er tin atiueiic events to ne
By BILL BERRY

For ins'
the frqs hni^ti thrj
games, there wi"■

ion for die

die i

ing (ill \"
one person c
This is the ,
schools and it I
coupon mus!
gate. Otherwise ii \\

OSCAR

1

lionte

iu]

In tl<;

nied at
"id.

Senior Class Protects
• For sometiini
priale place \
lo Clems HI. The I
proven inadequate a!
Thro!
the grad i
be constructed ■
near future. The classes do n<
work will be started on Ibis
tion, a total ■
class.
. Each year, the depar
improvement on the
ceptibn room
much speed in their las!;. When you
toward this fund, gi
mav benefit.

This week, what with all the
pers coming in on the
exange, there are quite a few
;es to choose from; so I have
lew that I think aren't
at funny.
["he patter of tiny little feet
is heard at the head of the
The party hostess mofor ilence.
she cooed, "the childi going to deliver their
. 4j i L message."
: was a moment of hushed
ticy.
: "Mom, Willie found anamn bedbug!"

little bit of wit came from
>. C. Heights via the Auburn
Pfainsman via the Illinois Slipstick. ' Brother that one has been
id; so let's let it rest awhile.
will
Overheard the other night down
;
'-:t' on a local street corner:
veil: "What makes your
;ue so black?"
\: "I dropped a bottle of
whiskey on a tarred road."

a mark

sked to give
-How

New England Club
aiis Festivities

nan was recently charged
running over one of his fellow citizens with a loaded truck.
The prosecuting attorney asked
him what he had to say in his deThe defendant looked the jury
right straight in the eye and said:

has made a monkey of himself.
'I didn't know it was loaded."
—Notre Dame Scholastic. And a monkey looks worried because he is aware that he looks
Visitor: "What was your moth- like a man who is worried beer's name before she was mar- cause he has made a monkey out
of himself—Notre Dame Scholasried?"
Little Boy: "I think it was tic.
Waldorf, tat's the name on all our
towels."
i—Virginia
Military Institute
TURN OUT.
A monkey looks like a man who
is worried. A monkey looks like
a man who is worried because he

Bollard Speaks Under
Auspices Campus AA
Dr. Charles E. Ballard, Direc- I
tor of the Pickens County Health j
D epartment, will S'peak on "The
Health Problems of Our Com-1
munity and Benefits Offered by j
the County Clinic" in a speech to
be given Thursday, October 23,
at 8:00 p. m. in the Chemistry
Lecture Room.
Dr. Ballard is being sponsored
by the Clemson Branch of the'
American Association o,f Univer- j
sity Women and all interested
persons are invited to attend.
The -group also calls attention j
to the free immunization offered |
to children of the community at j
the clinic downtown above the i
bank every Thursday at 2:00 p. |
m.

Goldwyn Promises
To Select Taps
Beauty Winners

Sam Goldwyn, Hollywood
movie magnate and promoter of
the Goldwyn Girls, has agreed to
select the 'beauties that will adorn
that section of the '49 Ta'ps, according to Dan May, editor.
Goldwyn will choose ten pictures
from the 20 that win out in the
student body poll.
The Taps staff has designated
tomorrow, October 15, as the
deadline for entering photos in
the contest. Persons wishing to
enter pictures are asked to bring
them by the Taps office where
they will be collected for the .contest which begins on Monday, October 18.
Taps requests that photographs
be at least 5" by 7" and-larger, if
possible.
Also, bust shots are
more desirable than other types
of pictures, such as full-length

SAYS

Mr. Frank Gunby, class 'of '02
of Boston, Mass., has been instrumental in arranging a meet;
ng of the New England Alumni
Club the afternoon before the
Clemson-Boston College game.
Tickets for the game should be
•purchased from the Clemson Athletic Association ,so that all the
New England Alumni will be able
to sit together at the game.
The meeting will bo held at the
Kenmore Hotel, Kenmore Square
on Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, Mass. Members will assemble in the Crystal Ball Room from
"our-thirty in the afternoon till
six o'clock.
At six o'clock, a
buffet supper will be served. The
->rice of the supper will be $2.75.
Members interested in attending
the meeting are urged to send
reservations and check to Mr.
Curtis L. Kehew. care of John E.
Cain Company, 187 Vassar Street,
Cambridge, 39, Mass.
If any
member is unable to make reservations, he is urged to attend
with his family, and he will be
taken care of at the door. The
meeting and supper will be over
in time to go to the game at
Braves Field.
"Uncle Jake" Woodward will
represent Clemson College at the
meeting.
Members wanting reservations
at the Kenmore may write direct
to the hotel or to Curtis Kehew.
Any member who is unable to get
hotel reservations will be taken
care of in a private home.
All members are urged to attend with their families.

rish will appreciate his bids to
that the boys are slowing down.
Scabbard and Blade and Blue The Senior Council must have
Key and live up to their expecta- some weight after all.
tions based on the future, and not
OSCAR SAYS
that he (oscar) gives the orchid
the past.
of the week to B. J. Perry who is
-OSCAR SAYSthat if he (oscar) were a cer- trying to whip his platoon in
tain girl at Winthrop, he would shape for the New York trip.
not date Bill Darby anymore. He's Good luck to him (Perry).
not helping her reputation any—
-OSCAR SAYSthat Walker sure did have a
nuff sed. j
big time with his performance of
-OSCAR SAYSthat "Buck" Jones and "Rover" Taps at Mississippi State.
Sigma
Tau . Epsilon,
honor
Jackson are all set to do big
OSCAR SAYS
that they put in some good licks scholastic fraternity for Arts and
things at New York when the plaSciences juniors and seniors, had
for Thurmond, too.
toon goes up.
a steak supper for its new members at Table Rock State Park,
near Pickens, on October 7.
Dr. F. Mi Kinard acted as cook.
After supper the formal initiation
for the new members was administered.
The new members taken in are
The Executive Sergeants Club
T. O. Donegan, F. G. Mason, C.
of Clemson College is initiating
C. Corley, A. D. Stalvey, W. J.
nineteen new members into its
Goudelock, A. M. Howard, P. B.
ranks sometime in the near fuNewton, R. F. Rayle, H. F. Addicke, and H. B. Arant;
ture.
The old members are George
The new members, "zebras",
Informal initiation for ten new Fant, W. B. Salley, w! F. Dukes,
are G. R. Timmerman, regimental sgt. major; T. M. McCurry, "Rookies," new members of the R. E. Ackerman, L. E. Kirven,
first batallion sgt. major; L. A, Senior Platoon is now under way P. A. Nelson, and E. E. Morris.
Faculty members who attended
Mitchell, second
batallion
sgt. and will last through Thursday
bajor; J. W. McCombs, mess sgt.; afternoon at which time it will were Professor M. E. Bradley,
M. A. Craig, and J. M. Glenn, reg- be climaxed by the traditional Dr. F. M. Kinard, and Professor
K. N. Vickery.
imental color sgt;
"Rookie Parade" to be held on
After the initiation was over, a
Also, First Sergeants J.
F. Bowman field.
brief business meeting was held.
Diikson, Band Co.; C. G. Allen,
New members of the platoon
A Co.; W. W. Deloache, B. Co.; were chosen from second semesR. B. Cronwell, C Co.; B. K. Sut- ter juniors and first semester
tcn, D Co. F. M. Gunby, E. Co.'; seniors and were selected en a
A. H. Peters, F. Co.; M. G, Beach. competitive drill basis.
G Co.; O. L. Stukes, H Co.; P. R.
The initiation is usually two
Rice,' I Co.; H. L. Hance, K Co. weeks in length, but will be cut
J. T. Whitlaw, L Co.; and W. B.
one day short because of the,New
Turner, M Co.
York trip on which the platoon
The new officers of the Execu- leaves Friday morning.
tive Sergeants Club are G. R.
The State Baptist Student ConNew members include: O. L.
Timmerman, president; B. K.
vention will meet in Anderson,
Stukes,
C.
R.
Dubose,
W.
T.
RutSutton, vice president;
A.
H.
legde, J. G. Brock, W. L. Walton, South Carolina, October 29-31,
Peters, secretary-treasurer.
W.
D. Randall, A. J. Carraway, accroding to an announcement by
There will be one week of inJ. C. Pinkney, T. S. Foster, and Charles Still, BSU president.
formal initiation with no formal
All Clemson students wishing
C. H. Smith.
initiation.
to attend should register with
Any cadet who has obtained
Walter Marion Patrick or James
the rank of sergeant major, first
Spangenberg in order to be exsergeant, color sergeant, or mess
cused from classes and formation.
sergeant, may join this club.
Housing will be furnished stuThe purpose of the club is to
dents wishing it if they register
foster and perpetuate a true spirit
by October 20. Registration will
of fellowship and cooperation
be accepted for all others until
among the members and also
At a meeting of the Clemson October 27.
among members of the cadet Collegiate chapter of the Future
A registration fee of $1.00 must
corps.
Farmers of America, national vo- be paid, and! all delegates must
cational agricultural education be certified i" the college.
The convention will begin at
group, it was decided to send the
club's president, Leonard D. Rey- T:30 p. m., Friday, with a picnic
nolds to Kansas; City to represenl supper. The sessions will feature
the organization at the national the theme "Christ, the Way, the
convention of the Future Farmers Truth,and the Life."
Among the speakers will ' be
of America.
It was further decided to send Dr. Blake Smith, University BapThe Clemson Branch of the the executive council, consisting tist Church, Austin, Texas; Dr. B.
American Association of Univer- of Leonard D. Reynolds, presi- D. Napier, Chaplain, University
sity Women will hold its member- dent; L. L. Lewis, vice-president' of Georgia; Robert S. Denny,
ship meeting at the YMCA. Purvis Bedenbaugh, secretary; J Southern Baptist Department of
Thursday, October 14, at 4:00 p. C. Jackson, treasurer; D. L. John- Student Work, Nashville, Tenn.
m. Miss Ruth Roettinger, State son, sentinel; Carrol Gulledge. reAcocrding to Still, there will be
President, will address the group. ropter; and Frank Hart, Edward a preparatory' discussion held at
Each branch committee chair- Hucks, and C. H -Lathan, mem- the Baptist Church Wednesday,
man will present a two minute bers of the executive committee October 27, for all students atoutline of her committee's plans
tending the meet. A study guide
to the South Carolina State Fair
has been prepared and distributed
for the year's work.
to represent the collegiate chapAll eligible women of the
in line v/ith the convention theme.
ter. The group will leave early
community
may
attend.
For
Tuesday morning and return to
membershio facts see the official Clemson late the same afternoon.
Christmas Cards Will
list of AAUW approved degrees
Twenty-six new members were
and institutions at the circulation
formally initiated into the chap- Be Sold By '50 Class
desk in the library.
ter at the Tuesday nigh: meetMembers of the Rock Hill and
ing.
Gene Moore, star center view of Tillman Hall done by
Greenville Branches will attend.
on the Tiger eleven, was one of Professor Gilmer Petroff, noted
After the meeting the Clemson
the many new members that were American designer and a member
Branch will be hostess to its out
of the faculty of Clemson's archi-'
taken into the outfit.
of town guests and prospective
Others duly initiated were W. tecture department, will be put
members at an informal coffee
C. Mitts, J. E. Clardy, T. C. Hail, on sale by the Class of '50 soon
hour.
T. E. Johnston. T. Hyder,' A L. after the State Fair holidays.
The cards will sell for fifteen
Goff, J. R. Graham, G. A. Wolfe,
Too bad this is an election year.
T. E. Bankhead, H. T. Halt, W. cents apiece, and students may
A lot of good could be done for M. Goodman, C. E. Langston, J. purchEsfe as many as they wish.
the world right now if nobody R. Pickens, A. L. Lindler, E. H. Orders will be taken by members
cared who got credit for it.
Green, H. B. Littlejohn, ,W. C. of the class.
Plans for this project, were forJohnson.
Husbands are awkward things
Also, J. E. Murphree, G. W. mulated at a class meeting held
to deal with; even keeping them Seaborn, B. V. Mitchum, G. G. in the College Chapel last Monin hot water will not make them Truesdale, M. M. Harrison, R. K. day night. W. P. (Doc) Roberts,
class president, superintended.
West, and W. R. Alexander.
tender.

Sig. Tau Epsilon
Has Supper For
New Members

Executive Sergeants Club low Initiating
ianiza
ew Members
10 Rookies

By Senior Platoon

Baptis
To
In Anderson

Reynolds To 60 To
Kansas City Meet

Clemson AAUW Is
To Start On New
Membership Drive
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OSCAR THOMPSON
End

The Story Of An
Ultra-Fresh Frosh
[V*

Clemson College gets in the
Mood; at least, it has in the Attaway and Reid families.
Mr. J. C. Attaway, class of
'30 from Clinton, N. J., married
Carolyn Reid, daughter of Mr.
Cecil Reid, class of '02 from

GENE MOORE
Center
STERLING SMITH
Guard
Fredricfcsburg, Va.
A son was horn to Mr. and
Mrs. Attaway last week. His
name is James C. Attaway, Jr.,
and he is enrolled in Clemson
College for the class of 1965.

By WAYNE BALENTINE
FREEDOM FROM FEAR:
As we continue our thoughts about freedom, let us think of the
freedom from fear that. God strengthens us to have. His promise is
.liven to us, "Let, I will be with oyu always, even unto
.he end of the earth." In the Book of Psalm, we
lave the wonderful words of the prophet as he says,
HI 'I will Lav of the Lord, He is my Refuge and my Fort" • God, in Him will I trust." David, one of the
greatest of all prophets, made the statement, "Yea,
hough I walk through the valley of the shadow of
leath, I will fear no evil: for Thou art with me." Ps.
:3: 4.
&l||s. We have the protection offered by the various govI"lil 'rKrr:eni agencies, but none of them provide the asPL'-IE ured protection to warrant our saying "I will fear
no evn.
xiie i. B. I. does a splendid job of tracking down criminals;
the armed forces displayed a tremendous amount of skillful force
and government during the past ten years, but we still have to rely on
the power of God to deliver each of us from evil. The world can't
clelivcr us from profane and vulgar language, but God can. The F.
B. E., the Army, nor ihe United Nations can provide us with freedom
from fear of the world to come. God can do this if we will put our.
faith and trust, in Him.
Read all of Psalm 91 for the happy state of the Godly.
God hath not promised friends always true,
Men and Women who will follow you;
lie hath not promised everything going our way,
He hath rot promised a shining sun every day.
God hath not promised a moon every night,
He promised guidance to those who do right;
God didn't intend our strength for sin,
He promised power to God loving men.
But God hath promised strength for the day,
Rest from the labor, light for the way,
Grace for the trials, help from above,
Unfailing sympathy, undying love.
—Annie Johnson Flint
There is a challenge for each of us to know the Giver of this
"Grace for the trials, help from above."

By
J. W. BRADFIELD. JR.
MOON CASTLE
A cobweb skv, the moon its prey,
Entwined in lace, but bright as day;
Two strolling shapes, as close as one
And joy beneath the midnight sun.
No housing shortage need there be
For sweethearts bathing in the sea
Of silver surging on the land;
Their castles throng the brilliant strand.
A couple need no architect
Or plans to know the most select
Of manors fair are moonwashed air;
Remember, dear, our mansion there?
Inconstant sea and fickle moon,
mmasquerade, a gypsy's tune,
For sea's no rest, the moon beams fade
Strange partners, 'these, in Love's parade.
Although, with Love, a magic three;
Our castle towers yet to see!
WHEN DAY HAS DIMMED
When day has dimmed, and lies an ember glow,
My care:; flow off, as flows the melting snow;
And deep within the warp and woof of me,
A
to Love conies bursting free.
Whi'e otn ; shudder at the eerie sight
Of ghostlike shadows lurking in the night,
I can't restrain the thrill that darkness brings
Nor ouict the wlid delight that in me sings.

'\i.3&£:JS

For, as the crimson moon begins to rise,
HI:-; -ays are maddening to my eyes,
And all my soul becomes a helpless pawn,
Completely lest in night's edotic dawn.

N

cold as poiar ices be,
' thou to those who worship thee!

CAROL COX
Back

COLUMBIA CLUB

Back
WOODWARD TO N. Y.
Wit: So I told her I loved her
Mr. Jake Woodward will atd
be
married
in
the
and that wc
tend a meeting of the New York
summer.
Alumni Club in New York after
Nit: July?
the Boston College game on OcWit: No, I meant it.
tober 27.

m Ma Psi
k U "Discords";
Having Initiation
Fourteen "discords" are now
being initiated into Mu Beta Psi,
national honorary musical fraternity at Clemson College. They
will go through cne week of informal initiation, then the formal
initiation on the night of October
26.
The new members are J. W.
Evans, C. A. Hair, E. W.. Black.
J. A. Stanley, J. F. Dickson, W.
L. Grist, P. A. Norton, R. C.
Laughlin, P. N. Trakas, J. P. Wilk,
Ralph Jones, F. H. Thicker,
Mickey Dorsey, and Bert Ulnick.
The "discords" have a parade
after dinner each day, carrying
the familiar initiation boxes and
paddles.
A'l new members must have
completed four semesters of musical service at Clemson.
They
are selected for outstanding ability in music, and are voted into the
fraternity by a majority vote of
the "cords", or eld members.
Officers of Mu Beta Psi are E.
A. Freefnah; president; D.
Jenkins, vice \?rv ident;
J. R.
Cothran, secretary: and J. E.
Bell, treasurer.
The purpose of Mu Beta Psi is
to promote musical activities at
Clemson.

The Horticulture Ciub held, its
regular bi-monthly meeting Tues';. ■ ni?h1 a! 7 p. m. at Which
Mr. J. B. Donllvt, member of the
Clemson Board of Trustees and
prominent, farmer of ."
Fsrrn near Pendleton, S. C. gave
a talk on his farming experiences
particularly those related to horticultural crops. Mr. Bouthit is
a member of the Clemson Class of
1914.
The club planned a supper at
the Horticulture picnic area.
The club held a special meeting
on October 5. at which seventeen
new members were admitted to
the club.
New members a re
Donald J. Akers, William W. Allen, Francis W. Barton, Willis VA
Butts, William M. Dees, IT. K.
DeLorme, John F. Frierson, W.
Pi. Freeman, Fred C. Gilkerst, S.
W. Hastings, William J. Jc i
George T. Leonard, Jr., James II.
Manuel, August B. Schwiers,
Hack L. Sims, G. H. Taylor, and
Badey Preacher.
At this meeting. Dr. Cooper,
dean of the School of Agriculture
talked and showed movies on his
recent trip to South America.
Also during the meeting, Jimmie Aichele, vice president, gave
Miss Virginia Poolc and Miss
Virginia Shanklin each a dish
garden in appreciation of their
services in decorating the club
room.

. GREENSBORO MEETING
, The Greensboro, N. C. Alumn'
Club will meet Thursday night,
October 14. Mr. Jake Woodward
will represent Clemson College at
the meeting.
|

The Columbia Alumni Club
will meet in the Ball Room of the
Hotel Wade Hampton on Wednesday afternoon at five-thirty,
October 19. The meeting will be
over before the kick-off for the
Clemson-Carolina freshman game.

BUNNY BRODIE
Back

&

independent experts smoke Lucky Strike regularly than the next two leading brands combined!
An impartial poll covering all the Southern tobacco markets reveals the smoking preference
of the men who really know tobacco—auctioneers, buyers and warehousemen. More of

these independent experts smoke Lucky Strike regularly than the next two
leading brands combined.

Horticulture Club

. my heart has wings of silver fire,
i flutters like a moth in my desire;
At night, am I to Luna's magic wed;
Across '
tiy spangled kingdom led.
O Moi
Hew v

W. H. SHUGART

GENE CARSON
End

JIM REYNOLDS
Back

Clefnssn, S. C.
., Thur.-Fri., Oct. 14-15

"CANON CITY'
Thrilling story of an actual
jaiibreak.

Saturday, Oct. 16

"THE
SPIRITUALIST'

So, for your own real deep-down smoking enjoyment, smoke the smoke tobacco experts smoke!

Turiian Eey, Lynn Bari

Mon.-Tu£s., Oct. 18-19

'TAP ROOTS7

In technicolor, with Stis in
Hay word, Va i

Wednesday, Oct. 20

'.'THE CHECKERED
torn uonway

OPTOMETRIST
Eye Examinations
226 W. Washington S\
Greenville, S. C.
Hours 9:00—5:30

STONE BROTHERS

I

3-1919

CLEMSON Ci

Civilian and Military Clothes

CcmpSgfs Outfitters to Msrs, Young
Men end S^dents
108 N. MAIN STREET

GREENVILLE, S. C.

Radios

COPR., THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

IHmal®B®& Frigidaires

LUCKY STRIKE MEANS FINE TOBACCO

SENECA, S. C.
So

round, so firm, so

fully packed -— so

free

and

easy on

the draw
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WITH SCOOP REYNOLDS
In case there arc some thai \ avch'i heard, there is a foot
hall learn un here in these hills. Alter two straight upsets.
HHHg Ocach Frank Howard's Clemson Bengal;
have gained national recognition. Man?
thought that it was luck that brought home
the bacon in the North Carolina State-game
but there was no doubt in the minds of any
that saw the Mississippi State-Clemson tus
sic Saturday afternoon under a glaring sun
in the Maroon's Scott Field. Allyn Mc
Keen's Bulldogs met and were defeated bj
a superior team, an outfit that was primeo
with pigskin know-how and keen determination.
Many of the Bui dog supporters stated
(hat there would have been a Frge difference in the
score had Harper Davis and Bob Patterson been in the
line-up. It is regrettable that these two Maroon stalwarts were on the side'incs with injuries but it is doubtful that their appearance In the line-up would have
made up the deficiency in the final score.
Tips Team Play Improved
Led by Rompin' Robert Gage and Raging Ray Mathews.
tiie Hbwardihen ran und passed the Maroons ragged while
the Clcmson line led by hard charging Tom Salisbury, Frank
Gillespie, arid Phil Prince held the Mississippi State Bulldogs
on the ground with their constant line breaks. Shorty McWilliams, vaulted State back, was allowed little opportunity
to show his brilliant talents with the oval.
Gene Moore, Tig pivot man. showed bis wares to the
crowd as he stopped many plays from his line backing stand.
The Clemson center should be an almost unanimous choice
for All-Stak if he continues to sparkle as he has done in the
games played to date.
Poulos Tallies
Spartanburg can well be proud of their representative
in the Clemson line. From his left flank position the mighty
Poulos has sparked end play in games thus far. John ha;
a knack for taking out the interference and making the
tackle also. During the MisS'ssippi State game out in Starkvillc, Miss., Shorty MeWillkims was following two man in
terference around Clemson's left end when Poulos spillec
the two men and caught the ball carrier to make the tackle
Oscar Thompson deserves the nickname, Rabbit, that th(
boys have tacked on him. Small" as linesmen go, Thompson
tips the scales at 165 pounds. However, all the Columbia
right end lacks in weight he makes up for in hustle anc
light. His tackles are hard and sure.
That Clemson Spirit
It's a pretty good drive to Starkville, 'Mississippi, but ar
undaunted band of Clemson students were out there to sec
their team trounce an overrated foe. There were about 5(
or 60 people seated in the Clemson group but there was more
spirit in that small, determined band than in the entire Ma
roori student section with it's organized cheering and pretb
cheer leaders. It gives us great pleasure to cite the checi
leading efforts of Billy Reavves, Mack Saunders and Wende!
Sease for the Tigers. The Clemson cheers almost com
pletely drowned out the noise made by the surprised thousands of Mississippi State supporters.
Bob Hartley Speaks
We had the honor of interviewing Bob Hartley, sport:
publicist of Mississippi State, after the game down in Stark
yille Saturday to find out just what he thought of Coaci
Howard's undefeated team. Hartley stated that before the
kiekol'f he figured that Mississippi State would win by a
least a touchdown bub the game would be a close one. H
was just as surprised as any of the other 12,000 spectators.
McWilliams Fine Player and Good Sport
One of the outstanding qualities that athletics develop is sportsmanship. After the ball game Saturday,
Mississippi State's prize ball toter, Shorty McWilliams,
came over and congratulated Clemson's Co-captain, '
Phil Prince, on the fine game. It takes a lot of courage
for a defeated ballplayer to come across the field and
congratulate his opponent. Hats off to Shorty McWilliams for fine sportsmanship and a game well played.
No Cigarettes Won in Chesterfield Contest
For the second consecutive week there has been no winners in the Chesterfield cigarette football winners guessing
contest. However, in a week of upsets it is definitely a remarkable achievement when one does pick all ten winners
that are widely distributed over the country. Even though
you didn't win last week, make another attempt this time.
Here are the games. Remember, one and only one entry per
person. Tie games will be left behind. Cross out the one
that vou think will lose.
CITADEL
DAVIDSON
BROWN
HOLY CROSS
BOSTON COLLEGE 1
YILLANOVA
MARYLAND
DUKE
FORDHAM
A
ST. FRANCIS
PRINCET( )N
RUTGERS
TENNESSEE
:
'.
ALABAMA
MICHIGAN
NORTHWESTERN
WISCONSIN
YALE
RICHMOND
V. M. I.
PITTSBI RG
MARQUETTE

Clemson Tigers Saturday stopped Mississippi State's Ail-American candidate Shorty McWilliams, colder than a mackerel. Underdogs by two touchtowns, the Tigers
scored a 21 to 7 upset victory in the game at College Station, Miss. In this picture
McWliliams hits the ground trying to avoid a Clemscn tackier almost hidden by
End Mayfield (83)' of State.

Alabama Kappa Sig
Boys Toast Tigers

Tom Salisbury, Three Year Lellermasi,
tarring Qn TEgerTeam For Las! Year
By JIM RICE
For the past two weeks now,
Clemson's mighty "Tigers" have
been playing a brand of football
reminiscent of Coach Jess Neely's
teams, and one of the main contributing factors is "Big Tom"
Salisbury. This 6 ft., 3 in., 210
lb., 22 yr. old-giant hails from
Summerville, S. C. and is one of
the many "Gcechie Boys" on
Coach Howard's inspired "Tigs."
Tn his four years at Clemson, "Big
Tom" or "Saully" as he is known
by many,--has contributed a great
deal to athletics.
Tom started his football career
when he was in his freshman
year of high school, and gained
invaluable experience in the four
years which he played high school
football. During these four years,
he alternated at the guard and
tackle slots, and was a major con!
ribution to the Summerville
'Green Wave's" Class B Chamoionship ball team of 1942-43.
Upon leaving high school, Tom
:ame to Clemson, and started
'knocking" with the "Tigs" at
he right guard position for two
years.
Then Tom left Clemson at his
country's request to do a "little
time" in the U. S. Army. While
in the army, he served with the
193rd Taipk Battalion, Armored
Division on Okinawa. He spent
almost two years with this outfit,
md during this time he played
football with numerous service
earns. In December of 1946, he
was discharged and decided to
ake up where he had left off at
'Tigertown." He was then shifted from his old right guard posi;ion to the right tackle slot where
'ie has definitely proved himself
a. valuable asset in the Tiger offense and defense.
Tom has started off to what

r

looks like his best season of college football, and if he continues
in the style which he has started
it looks as though he may be
meiitioned for honors. When the
"Tigers" tackled a vicious N. S.
State "Wolf pack" team October
2, Tom was one of the staunch
"Tiger" linemen who several times
repelled serious slashes for paydirt by the "Wolfpack." He was
especially
outstanding
in
the
brilliant goal line stand in which
Ihe "Tigers" stopped the "Wolfpack" team in their most serious
threat.
Again he showed the
"stuff" he was made of when the
"Tigs" crushed the vaunted Miss.
State "Maroons."
He played a
"whale" of a ball game every
minute he was in there.
Last year, after football season, Tom immediately went into
training for boxing, a sport in
which he had never before participated. He made a ' very impressive record for himself, as
most people remember, only "losing" one fight at the University
of Georgia.
He fought in the
Southern Conference semi-finals
and won, but was unable to compete in the finals because of a
broken nose which he received
the night before.
He is a junior this year and is
active in many of the organizations around the campus. He is
a member of the Block "C" club,
Alpha Chi Psi, and the Beta Sigma Chi, and we know for a fact
that all of these organizations
are proud to have him as a member.
"Saully" is planning to marry
Miss Mildred Compton, also of
Summerville, S. C, as soon as
the present football season is over
in December, and we know that
all his friends join us in wishing him the best of luck in years

^r*»

The word is

RUGGED!

Stewardess1 Shine
While "Big Team"
Journey To Miss.

T Pri i,-- TRnmpin' Robert Gage naton, Phil Prince, Oscar Thompand Ragi .' Ray Mathews, Coach son, John Poulos, Tom Salisbury,
rrank Howard's roaring Tigers in the line, while Bobby Gage,
trampled a favored Mississipir Ray Mathews, Fred Cone, Bob
State eleven as they racked up Martin, and Dick Hendley in the
three touchdowns to one lone backfield.
STATISTICS
tally for the Maroons. Jack Miller
Miss. Clembooted three perfect placement:
State son
to garner the second straight up8
6
set victory for the Tigers this sea- First downs
172
102
son.
Net yards rushing
73
116
Clemson entered the contest ; Net yards passing
18
10
two touchdown underdog.
Forward attempts
The Hov^rdmcn scored early Forwards completed
6
5
4
3
Shortly after the first period be- Forwards intercepted
8
?an Tom Salisbury, 210 poun-: Number of punts
8
37
40
ackle of the Clemsons, bounde; Average punts
2
1
through the Maroon line anc Fumbles
1
1
blocked Shorty McWilliams' punt Ball lost on fumbles
2
3
The husky Bengal picked up the Number penalties
35
20
oval and raced over the dun Yards penalized
itripes to rack up the first point:
LINE UPS
of the game. The Tigers scoreMiss. State
shortly before ,the first perib'
Left Ends—Tait, K. Davis
:nded when Bobby Gage tossec
Left Tackles—Champion Carto Ray Mathews for the score. A wright.
Gage to Poulos pass netted the
Left Guards—Walker, Papa.
,'ther score for the Bengals. Jac1
Centers—Ray, Bullock, Taylor.
vmier, place kicking artist frcrr
Right Guards—Johnson, Campleorgetown, made three perfee bell, Williams.
ilacements to make the scoreR. Tackles—Herring, Rhodes,
ward lights read 21-7 in favor of Vaughan.
he surprising Tigers.
R. Ends — Alexander, DreyMississippi State threatened spring.
only once. Cone was Ijit low anc"
Quarterbacks—Smith, Stuart.
the pigskin bounded out of hi'
Left Halfbacks — McWilliams,
irms. State recovered and cap- Scheider, H. Davis.
talized on this break.
McWilR. Halfbacks—Simmons, Crockiams found Truett Smith with r er, Robinson.
perfect toss and the Maroon . Fullbacks — Bailey, Crumbley,
quarterback went over for the Daly, Pittman.
alley. State's try for the extra
CLEMSON
50int split the uprights and the
L. Ends—Poulos, Carson, Dyer.
jcoreing was completed.
Left Tackles—Prince, Gainer.
Clemson Team Shines
Left Guards—Clanton, Davis.
Left. Guards—Clanton, Davis.
From the moment the . Bengals
Centers—Moore. Rush/ton.
ook the field they were in comR. Guards—F. Gillespie, J. Cox.
mand of the gridiron situation.
R. Tackles—Salisbury.
\fter scoring swiftly in the first
R. Ends—Thompson, Hudson.
quarter, the Tigs played defenQuarterbacks — Martin, Deansive ball until after the half. During the second period came the heardt.
L. Halfbacks — Gage, Willis,
Maroon's
lone
scoring
spree.
After the half the Clemsons bang- , Williams, Reynolds.
R. Halfbacks — T|ithews, Caled out their third TD of the afternoon and the final crossing of | vert, Wyndham.
Fullbacks—Cone, Hendley, C.
the dual stripes for the game.
The Maroons piled up 8 first Cox, J. Miller.
downs to Clemson's 6, but the Score By Periods:
Tigers compiled 172 yards to the Miss State _ _ 0 7 0 0—7
State team's 102 on the ground. Clemson ...-. _ii. 14 0 7 0—21
Touchdowns—Miller, 3, StainClemson's pass pitching backfield
tossed the oval for 116 yards to brook.
Referee: J. D. Rogers, Washthe Mudcats 73
Citing outstanding ability dur- ington and Lee; Umpire: Cliff
ing the game mention should be Norvell, unaffiliated; Field Judge:
Floyd,
Southwestern;
made of the entire Tiger team Buddy
with special emphasis on Gene Linesman: R. M. Fr ew,WashingMoore, Frank Gillespie, Ray Cle- ton and Lee.

to confe.
Incidentally, we almost forgot
to,mention a fact which is very
much worth I mentioning. Tom
scored his first touchdown of his
entire football career against
Brownie Gromley, and Lee
Miss. State Saturday,-October 9.
Williams, stewardesses aboard
It happened this way. The ball
the Capital Airlines plane that
was resting on the "Maroons." 27
yard line, fourth down, and Tom flew those fighting Tigers to
"Shorty" McWilliams was back Mississippi State and back, dein punt formation on his own 15. serve a bouquet of orchids for
When the ball was snapped, a
host of Clemson linemen raced their mamouth job performed
aboard plane.
in,, but "Big Tom" happened to
Many of the Clemson foot"Git there fustest, with the mostest," and blocked McWilliams' ballers became rather sick durpunt, picked it up on the 12 yard ing their aerial trip to the
line, and raced the remaining "Mudcat" state where they met
distance to rack up the first the Maroons from Mississippi
State.
They performed their
"Tiger" tally which was the first
touchdown of the game for either task with effortless ease according to several of the victims.
side.
During
the
Maroon-Tiger
"Saully" is playing his last year
of college football this season, and clash these two attractive young
ladies formed a part of the
we feel that he is due a tribute
for all that he has given to a small cheering section that
"winning Tiger team."
Tom is drowned out the cheers of the
one of Coach Howard's "rock 'em immense State student body.
and socK 'em" boys, and any opposing lineman -who comes in
very close contact 'vl'th him
knows he has been in a football
game. Again, we wish to comment o nthe spectacular ballplaying of "Big Tom," and say
South Carolina still remains at
that we hope he continues to
shine in coming encounters dur- the head of the race in state
ing this great 1949 football sea- standings by virtue of their two
wins over Newberry and Furman.
son.
Clemson is second in state games
as the Tigers have played only one
game in intrastate competition.
Although Carolina leads in the
state games, Clemson is the un- j
Big1 Tom Salisbury, star disputed ruler of the top place
Last
tackle on the Tiger squad, has in the all-games column.
week South Carolina was tied
received national
recognition with Clemson for this position,
for his outstanding perform- but due to the. Gamecocks loss j
ance in the Mississippi State Saturday to Tulane and Clemson's upset over the Mississippi
game last Saturday.
State Maroons, the Tigers are at
Salisbury was named one of
the top of the list. Presbyterian!
the three top tackles in the is now tied for second place with
country by the United Press. Carolina with one loss and two
Tom, with three fine showings wins. Third in the race is The
to his credit, certainly will be Citadel.
The standings are:
watched by the sports writers
W L T PF PA
from here on out.
Clemson
3 0 0 80 ' 7
He is playing his last year South Carolina
2
0 53
for Clemson, and is one of the Presbyterian
2 1 0 21 53
big cogs in poach Howard's Erskine
2 2 0 20 35
forward wall, which hasn't al- Wofford
0 0 3 13 13
lowed an opponent to penetrate The Citadel
7
1 1 0 14
this fall.
Furman
1 2 0 10 21
6 105
Newberry
0 4 0
State games only:
ENVY
W L T PF PA
Envy is easy to cure they say,
2 0
53
0
South Carolina
Just look at the situation this
10
53
0
Clemson
way—
21 53
2 1
Presbyterian
If you had to be him to get what
14 .7
1 1
The Citadel
he's got,
0 14
Furman
Would you want to be stuck with
0- 60
Newberry
his entire lot?
0
0
0 0
Wofford

Bengals Lead State
In Ml Games Played

BYERS MEN'S SHOP
120 North Main Street

Anderson, S. C.

HANHATTAN SHIRTS
MICHAELES-STERN VALUE-FIRST CLOTHES

FASHIONED FOR FALL
ARROW
SPORTS
SHIRTS

Salisbury Gains
National Recognition

ARRO

SPORTS:
SHIRTS
FROM £4.00
V you need a couple of
warm and colorful wool
plaid, flannel or corduroy shirts, come in and
see our hand'some
assortment of Arrows.
Arrow sports 'shirts are
noted for their warm
colors, careful styling,
and durability. You'll
like 'em! $4.00 up.

STEWART-MERMTT
26 South Main Street
GREENVILLE, S. C.

FOR ARROW SPORTS SHIRTS -

Hospitality was the keynote
of the week-end for the boys
that made'the long jaunt down
to Mississippi State found the
doors of welcome opened wide.
During the game a group of
Clemson students consisting of
Gil Allen, Hank Walker, Russell
oole, and others met a group of
men from the Kappa Sigma
fraternity at the University of
Alamaba. Upon an invite from
these Kappa Sis representatives the Clemson group stopped by the Crimson Tide campus as they returned to the
Tiger's lair and were royally
entertained.
Such good will
is a fine example of the feelings
that should exist among the
students of this nation's institutions.

Jack Miller, Clemson's replace*ment for Mavis "The Toe" Cagel,
this year is leading the state scoring race. Miller has so far this
season successfully split the uprights for a total of 8 points. Miler scored a total of 14 points
the other C on a touchdown in
the Tigers opener with P. C. The
Tig point-after specialist broke
a tie between five South Carolina
footballers when on Saturday he
converted 3 times, a perfect job
for' the Mississippi State game.
Hot on the trail of Miller are
five other Palmetto State -players
who have scored two touchdowns
apiece.
Two Tiger players and
the same number of Carolina men
make up four of the five. The
fifth one tied for second place is
from Erskine. Clemson's newest
sensation, fullback Fred Cone,
and Ray Matthews, wingback
are the Tiger teams entry for the
second place spot. Bishop Strickland and Harry DeloacrT have
each tallied twice for the Gamecocks, as has Clarence Lowery
of Erskine has made the same
number of points.
There are twenty-one players
in the State who have scored one
touchdown during the season up
through last Saturday. The Clemson and Carolina contenders for
the state scoring crown will have
a lay-over this week-end in preparation for the annual State
Fair Classic on October 21. Most
of the other teams in the state
will have a chance of increasing
their total on this coming Saturday.
The State scoring leaders are:
Miller, fb, Clemson _. 1 8 14
Cone, fb, Clemson ____ 2 0 12
Matthews, hb, Clem. .... 2 o, 12
Deloach hb, Car. . _ 2 0 12
Strickland, hb, Car. „.: 2 0 12
Lowery, hb, Erskine _ 2 0 12
td pat tp

Gage, Mathews, Salisbury Pace Tigs
To 111 Score OraMississippi State

J

But of course any poor simpleton
knows
That you'll stay yourself whatever else goes.
So very likely,envy will be
As long as you're you and I am
me.
—By Penny

Nobody can act like a skunk
without somebody getting wind
of it.
Wait till she has laryngitis and
then, if you must, speak your
piece.

ST- ANDREWS PLAIDS

$1Q

REDWOOD
FLANNEL

$10
Both these luxurious
Arrow sports shirts are 100% virgin wool and give
the wearer the ultimate in comfort and styling plus
warmth without bulkiness. Both are washable, too!
All Arrow sports shirts are made with the same knowhow that goes into your favorite shirts ... the best!

ARRO
SHIRTS
UNDERWEAR

•

and

HANDKERCHIEFS
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SPORTS SHIRTS
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flger Cubs Tag 24-13 Meat On Baby
#*i

By SCOOP REYNOLDS
When the Clemson Tigers enter Carolina Sladium on
"Big Thursday*' for their traditional meeting with, the South
Carolina Gamecocks, they will he i'avovred lo pick the
"chicken" clean in the 46th clash between the two schools.
Competition will be keen as usual in this historic game since
the Chickens will be out to dethrone the exaulted Bengals
from their lofty perch high on the national rating list published by several syndicated outfits.

By JIM RICE
Just
hours after Ihc mighty C'etmon "Tighad
rruch over-rated Miss. State team, tlie
"Baby Bengals" turned in an equally impressive .'!! to 1,3
victory o'vci* the P. C. Ankk-ls,
Clemson Draws First Blood
♦ —

Clemson enters the big game &♦
By JACK CRIBB
favorite by virtue of their triumphs over three formidable
This column does not follow the regular Irend in Ibis
foes.
Their 21-7 victory over
issue, bul I fieel that it is perfectly justified, and am sure that
the Mississippi State Maroons
all readers will feel the same. It isn't every day that this
practically sealed the doom of the
writer meets a host of wonderfui people and sees a specvaulted
Gamecocks. However,
tacular football game over a span of two days.
the Birds are to never be sold
By DICK ROSS
shoat. As the saying goes, anyMISSISSIPPI BOUND
thing can happen in the State
"Romping" Bobby Gage has
Our spirit was higher than the sun when we left ClemFair classic and usually does. Car- been picked as International
"Dixie son Friday afternoon for what was to prove to be a most
olina has trampled the Newberry News Service's third
Gridiron Hero" of the 1948 seaIndians, rolled to a 7-0 victory son. One of the important fac- enjoyable and unforgettable trip. The "TIGER SPECIAL"
over the Furman Hurricane, and tors for his selection by I. N. S. was on its way. Flyffig orange and purple colors atf.aeteu
were soundly defeate'd by the was his brilliant passing against considerable attention along the route as our "Mississippi or
Green Wave of Tulane.
As the Mississippi State last Saturday. Bust", "Beat State", chalkcovered car whizzed into Georgia.
big event approaches several of Bobby played 58 minutes and
Upon reaching Atlanta, number 78 carried us through
the Rex Enrights star performers passed two of Clemson's three
touchdowns,
leading
the
Tigers
She
heart
of Georgia Tech's campus where many smiles and
are sidelined with injuries. Red
Harrison, contender for All-State to a 21 to 7 victory over the Mis- greetings were greatly appreciated by five gleeful Bengal
recognition from his fullback slot, sissippi Maroons.
Many other colleges offered supporters. After winding and twisting through that great
will have to overcome injuries
scholarships to Bobby upon his city, we finally reached tlie Birmingham highway and a
sustained in the Furman contest
graduation from high school, but
before he will play a major part has father was so pleased with spot to refuel and decorate the now forlorn-looking "SPECin the Big Thursday event. Har- the education his brothers re- IAL". Having acquired the new look, personal and marison saw only limited time in the ceived from Clemson that he
Tulane game due to his bruises nersuaded him to come to Tiger chine, our Clemson Clan headed toward the steel manufacand aches.
Town. While a freshman, Bobby turing metropolis, built on the Appalachian mountains.
Len Ekimoff, husky center, will convinced the coaches that he Then at long last ['Birmingham was sighted.
see only part-time service with all was a fellow to watch and in
probability in the coming meet- years to come he could carry HOSPITALITY PERSONIFIED
ing. He has been working out Clemson on to victory. Alter
only in shorts since his recent in- "Butch" Butler returned from
At this point, the journey began to lake the appearance
jury.
service, Bobby gave up his po- of a fashionable vacation. Five beautiful Alabama girls
Ernie Lawhorne will definitely sition as tailback to him. Incibe out of the coming clash due to tentally Butler is now playing and our charming hostess met and escorted us lo the exquirecent hurts heaped upon him for the Charlotte Clippers.
site home in which we were to be guests for the week-end. .
during practice sessions.
During most of Bobby's sophoNever has anyone received a more cordial welcome than
According to head Coach Frank more year he played first string
our
small
band did Friday night. A. delicious meal started
Howard, his surprising Tigs will tailback, but due to a serious
be at full strength when he travels nasal injury in the S. C. game he activities, and thus began a delightful evvening, one that will
down to Columbia to keep his en- was forced to the sidelines for al- go down in the special section of our dairys.
gagement with Enright's Birds. most the remainder of the season.
Left guard Ray Clanton who was Bobby's best game of the season BIG SATURDAY
hurt in the Maroon engagement, followed the S. C. game, the
will be ready to go against t Tigers met the V. P. I. Gobblers.
Saturday morning found us again on the road after reCarolina team.
It was after this game that the ceiving many expressions of good luck. One hundred and
.Oscar Thompson is in the same nasal injury he received against
fifty miles were quickly eaten up and Columbus, Miss., Ibis
' category as Clanton.
Carolina proved to be very seriNeedless to say, the Bengals will ous. When he arrived at the time served our purpose for redecorating our conspicuous
be out to bring home the Tea-Cup, hospital, "School Boy" was given buggy. We then turned toward the ultimate destination,
a trophy being given by the ser- blood transfusions every day for
\ cive organizations of„Carolina and the first week. These transfu- home of the Mississippi State Maroons.
Clemson, to the winner of the an- sions were donated by Clemson
Sevei'al other autos bearing Clemson colors .were sighted
nual fracus each year, in it's in- students.
just before reaching the school, and together, we roared onto
itial presentation. Carolina has
Last season saw Bobby cop the
defeated the Clemson's for the Nation's one day passing and \ the campus with blaring horns, informing State students
past two years.
rushing output, wheh< he totaled i that the Country Gentlemen would not be without supportFans can expect to see a
374 yards against the Auburn | ers.
heated battle between the
Tigers. He carried the pigskin
While roaming about the grounds searching for Coach
running, passing and punting
18 times for 141 yards and passed
of Clemson's All-American
Howard
and his charges, we found that here "Southern Hos233 yards in 43 plays. Gage is
candidate, Bobby Gage, and
rated by many sports writers as pitality" still existed in full force. Although our group reCarolina's Bishop Strickland,
one of the nations top backs.
the vaulted runner from MulOther than winning All-State ceived the usual amount of kidding, we talked to several
lins. Both lines are strong
honors last season, "School Boy" boys who were very genial.
with the edge in bulk going
was placed on the second string
General opinion, however, had it that this game would
to the Birds. However, the
All Southern team. He completprove
only to he a breather for the Bulldogs. This feeling
Tigers can hold their own in
ed 47 passes for a total of 1002
any league.
yards. Bobby did not confine gradually turned lo chagrin as the game progressed.
Probable lineups:
himself to tossing passes only,
Carolina for he racked up 10 touchdowns THE TIGERS ROAR
Pos—Clemson
Harvin himself.
LE—Poulos
Coach Allyn McKeen's boys were more surprised than
P. Alexander
Booming for All American
LT—Salisbury
Faress honors this year, "School Boy" anyone when the Bengals, displaying superior form from beLG—Clanton
Ekimoff has shown up remarkably well so ginning to end, scored early in the contest and were never
C—Moore
K. Alexander far. If Clemson and Gage keep
RG—Gillespie
Estes the pace they are now going it headed. The Howardmen looked mighty good from our
RT—Prince
Wilson will probably mean a trip to one pressbox seats and deserved the constant cheering of a
RE—Thompson
Hagen of the bowls. With such a power- small section of Clemsonites.
BB—Martin
Wadiak ful line and flashy running mates,
WB—Mathews
The shoe was on the other foot as the "SPECIAL" pullHarrison this should be a banner year for
FB—Cone
Strickland both Bobby and Clemson.
TB—Gage
ed out after the game. Those who had just a few hours

age,
eek's Dixii
gain Leads Tigers

Hanging Out On The Limb With This Week's
Pigskin Predictions—What Do You Think!
By Cribb and Reynolds
After two weeks of making our
choices concerning grid contests,
.we find ourselves in a rut. Both
lists of our prediction have turned up with fourteen wins and
four loses. Our average stands
at 74 per cent right, not too good,
not so bad.
Students or any other interested persons who desire us to pick
any certain games can leave a list
of contests at the Guard room
before Friday night.
Army over Harvard — the
strongest team in the East rolls
on.
Baylor over Texas Tech—A surprise winner over Arkansas has
a field day.
California over Oregon State
■—the longer the Bears play, the
better they get.
Pennsylvania over Columbia—
a fair ivey-league battle.
Dartmouth over Colgate—Not
a massacre, but a sizable powwow.
Kansas over ' George Washington—The Jayhawkers are good
enough to take this one.
Georgia over L. S. U.—Butts'
boys are getting better all the
time.
Vanderbilt over Kentucky—
Vandy is due for a win.

Northwestern over Michigan—
Two tip-.top teams in a tip-top
battle.
Notre Dame over Nebraska—
The fighting Irish won't have
much of a fight.
Wisconsin over Yale—Although
the Eli's Levi could be the difference.
Washington and Lee over Virginia—Fighting to stay out of the
Southern Conference cellar.
Texas over Arkansas — Both
upsets last week. Both rebounding, first class game.
Oklahoma over Kansas State—
They would "sooner" have this
one as anyone.
Missouri over Navy—We learned our lesson last week.
Georgia Tech over Auburn—
The yarn we spun two weeks ago
still holds.
Purdue over Iowa—After two
disastrous defeats.
Duke over Maryland—a thriller.
Boston College over ViUanova
—St. Bonaventure "learned 'em."
Mississippi over Tulane—with
crossed fingers.
Also Davidson over Citadel,
Wyoming over Colorado A & M,
Utah State over Wichita, Washington over Washington State, U.
C. L. A. over Stanford, Tulsa
over Georgetown, Texas Christian
over Texas A & M.
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before razzed us now realized the power of the Blue Ridge
Boys, and, although bitterly disappointed, wished all the
Tiger supporters luck, praising the prowess of a beautifully,
clicking gridiron machine.
BIRMINGHAM FINALE
Jubilently we aimed our sights for Birmingham and a
warm welcome from the Alabamans who seemed nearly as
happy about the victory as^we did. Our party again remained overnight af that gracious household after a night
of celebrating in which we saw some of the many magnificient sights of the Mountain City had to offer.
It was a reluctant crowd that left the next morning to
return lo Tigertown. Each and every one of us found it
difficult to express our appreciation to those wonderful people who had truly shown us a marvelous time in every imaginable way. All of us extend lo them our undying gratitude and only-hope that we may some day be able to repay
them.
MANY THANKS
These five Southern Belles who will always hold a spot
in our memory are really queens in every sense of the word.
Five Clemsonites, "Lasses" Bradley, "Vaughn Monroe" Reynolds, "Shutter-bug" Gettys, "Little High-pockets" Gage,
and yours truly, extend many thanks to them, Gage Bush,
Caroline Johnson, Missie Walthour, Betsy Benners and : :Tutter" Cook.
The biggest orchid of all goes to Mrs. W. M. Bush, wh.o
took us into her home and accomplished what mighty few
people can do. She made us feel af if their home was our
home. Mrs. Bush, we wish you and yours the best always
from the bottom of our hearts.

P. C. kicked of)
i improve the
th« coming oncounand ou the first . rimmage Billy Hair rac(
tackle
There was a small crowd of
for a spectacular 5 .
tin to
about two to three hundred, made
draw first blood for
e Tigers Up of students, faculty members,
Chandler converted and the. Tig- and families of the participants,
ers were out in front 7 'to 0 in the but this small number was due to
opening minutes of play. A little the large crowd that had gone to
the Anderson airport to meet the
while later in the first quarter, returning Tigers from the Miss.
"Bugs" Thompson, scored on a State game, and of course due to
reverse from about the 12 yard the fact that many students had
line, and after Chandler converted gone home for the week-end.
Hair, Thompson, and Pugleesie
again Clemson led.14 to*0. Shortsparked
the "Cub's" offense for
ly after the second Tiger tally, P.
C. came back with a T. D. in the the entire game, and all three had
closing minutes of the first quart- their spectacular moments.
c: to make the score 14 to 6. Bil- • The following men started the
ly Hair dashed io another score game for the Clemson freshmen:
Position
in the second quarter, but this Player
L. E.
one was called back because Qf a McCorley ..
.'. - R. E.
penalty. The score ended at the I Smith
- - R. T.
half 14 to (', with Cl rn's'dn oui "> Mteofrj ha.i
Km»- H. T.
front.
L. G.
Hair -:> loose agaih in t h e Ingle
R. G.
third qu; rl ■■ for, a 70 Jtard run, ' DiMtissi
C.
'ugiessie also scored throimh Berysht
Q. B.
he line, accduntiiig for two more Man os .
Jimmy Miller and Bobby Gage erncrje from the Capitol Airlines
L. H.
Tiger T. D.'s. P. C. fought back Hair
plane at the Anderson airport after a successful rtip to Starkvslle,
: Thompson
R. H.
valiantly
and
scored
again
in
the
Miss., where the Howardmen met and defeated a powerful eleven
...
:
F. B.
third quarter, but at this point ! Pugleesie
from State College in Mississippi. Gage tossed for two markers
the "Cubs" had the situation well
and helped set the third. Miller, the holding half of the famous
in hand. This was the last time
point-after combination of Miller and Miller, played a large part
in the three successful conversions during the Maroon fracus.
P. C. was any threat whatever.
In the closing quarter' of the
game, the Tigers scored once
again on a pass from Brown to
Smith, right end, and he raced
for the final score of the game.
Defense and Running Look Good
Gamma Ktypa Alpha, fraterniThe "Baby Bengals" looted es- ty for Clemson students from
By HENRY WALKER
didn't think anyone would t". ive pecially good on defense with such North Carolina, has completed
Last Saturday several of us that far for a game and that they men as McCorley, Moonyhan, Di- plans for a dance in the Winston
were fortunate enough to make didn't expect over three or four; Mucci, and King turning in an Salem armory after the Clemsonthe trip to Mississippi State. We oeople. Once again he felt it his ;
especially fine day's work. At Wake Forest game on November
arrived with Purple and Orange duty to apologize for not having |
times, the offense looked good, 13.
streamers flying over the cars. parties and dances planned for I
Members of the two teams will
but
were most impressive on their
After buying our tickets, we were us.
running. The passing was slight- be honored guests of the club.
approached by a boy who introDuring the half, the Mississippi j
Wiley Kiser's orchestra is playduced himself. He showed us the State Band formed a block C on > ly wobbly at times, but Coach Mc- ing for the informal affair, which
Fadden
says
he
hopes
to
have
his
gate and section we were to use. the field and gave a ch< r for
is to last from 9 until 12.
apologising for the seats. Due to Clemson,
"Rah Purple.
Rah charges much improved on this
Advance tickets for the dance
point
when
they
meet
the
Carothe fact that Mississippi is build- Gold."
The band also played
may be obtained from Art Turlina
freshmen
next
Wednesday
ing a stadium, we were put on "Hold that Tiger."
ner in room 6-121, for the nrice
the same side' of the field with
I have never received, any- j night.
of $1.50 per person. Admission,
This
game
will
be
one
of
the
them, but down on the end. The where any better hospitality. We
price at the door will be $1.75.
"Cub's"
toughest
games
of
the
boy told us, however, that we gallantry. Every where we went,
The alumni in the Winston
could move anywhere we wanted ganialtiy. Every where we went, season, for the "Biddies" turned Salem area have cooperated in
In
a
very
impressive
game
against
to after the game had begun. We all the people spoke, introduced
making the dance possible.
stayed where we were because themselves, and complemented us a strong U. N. C. freshman team
our seats were on approximately on our team and our spirit. I last week-end, which ended in a
A woman likes to know what
the forty yard line.
wish Clemson College could visit very close score of 27 to 26 in men really think about her, but
favor
of
U.
N.
C."
Just before kickoff time, the Mississippi State and experience
Coach McFadden also stated only up to a certain point.
president of the student body the courtesy that we received.
came over to our section, intro- I'm sure everyone could profit by
The power of the printed word
duced himself, and officially wel- Mississippi cordiality. One would is away from home. I think Clemcomed the twenty-five or thirty be surnrised at the difference that son should take heed. Our hearty seems devastating to a person
who is the object of a nasty crack.
Clemson students. He said they
thanks to Mississippi State!

NC Students Plan
Donee To Follow
WF-Tig Tussle

inison Men Praise Mississippi State
udenfs hf Smihm Haspifalify
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ompany
P. S. McCoHum, Owner
;OMPLETE LINE SHAEFFERS AND PARKER
FOUNTAIN PENS

40 YEARS !N BUSINESS WITH CLEMSON STUDENTS

DIES
NUNNALLY'S - NORRIS

PENNANTS - COLLEGE STATIONERY
AND STUDENT SUPPLIES
SODA FOUNTAIN SERVING BORDEN'S
8CE CREAM
iimnmiXM
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JACK CALVERT
Back

^ae, frarr^Continued Prcni Par;e 1)
salves hoars?, sheet firecrackers,
and in general raise much cain
will be commended rather than
reprimanded, Chalkcr stated.
Because of the Inrse crov/d expected, no invitaions are being
sent out and this news story is
to serve as a b;d from Chuck and
his helpers to all Tiger supporters
to attend the interment of this
heinous game roosisr who should
never have left the safe confines
of his Mazda-heated brooder.
Any persons who have suggestions as to how to best dispose of
a deceased fowl should contact
one of the cheerleaders as soon
as possible.
Come hell or high water,
everyone should turn cut to witness the most imposing funeral
ever given a dead chicken.

During the past week the ExSCHOOL REPRESENTED
| celsor Mills, located across the
Clemson was well-represented
j river from Clemson, has been
at the 15th Southern Textile Exusing the high speed warper in
position held at Greenville last
! the Textile Building. This warper
week. The' Cotton- Textile Inis one of Cochek Machine Comstitute at Clemson had an exhibit
pany's fastest and most modern
of textile testing methods and
| machines. It was recently in] machines conducted by John T.
! stalled by the Textile School with
i Wigington, Director of the InstiI the intention that it not only give
| tute, Mrs. Helen Beasley, fiber
■he textile studeirs training on
i technician and Miss Helen Evans,
i modern warper and be used to | assistant fiber technician; at the
wind all the warps needed by the I invitation of the Institute, the
school, but it could also be rented j Textile School placed a table in
to textile companies for experi- their booth at which members of
mental ourposes.
the faculty sat for the purpose of
The Excelsior Mills, a division welcoming and making new data
i ox the Deering-Milliken Company. [ cards on former graduates; and'
'■ had need for seme extra warping.I the students were provided with
TO an arrangement was made for tickets and given "cuts" by classes
j them to use the school's machine j to visit the exposition.
'. Cor a week or two. With the
A Clemson graduate, working
I warper tenders, helpers and creel \ at one of the booths, marie the
iris working and the machine i.ernark that any time he looked
t" ring, the Textile School has ; at the crowd he could spot a
i taken on an atmosphere of a real j Clemson man.
I plant in operation;
SHOW INTERESTING
The Excelsior peep's are warping 1750-7.?(M.5Z Ewka hwh*
From a general survey of ppiaaontimjeus filament rayon (about
! J.he size cf a match stem) which j ions from those who attended, the
l will be later manufactured into j exposition was interesting, educational, very well conducted, but
i tirc-ccrd material.
| at the same time disappointing in
j the absence of the large machines,
McSEffNA EXPERIMENTS
i Almost everyone had expected
Professor Arthur E. McKenna, i some new and revolutionary texhead of the weaving and design- i tile machinery to be at the show.
ing department in the School of ! But, the mother- of invention still
Textiles, is directing an experi- | seems to be necessary, and since
ment dealing with continuous , the war, textile machine comfilament rayon fabrics. The rayon ! panics have been able to sell
will be processed from yard to j everything they could produce,
cloth, including waiting, slash- j. therefore—no astounding invening, di awing-in. filling, winding
and weaving. This is the first
time continuous f.lament rayon
;has been completely processed at
SORRELLS
; Clemson and everyone is hoping
REFRIGERATION AND
■ the experiment will be successELECTRIC CO.
ful.
Electric
Supplies — Radio Sales
John T. Wigington, director of
and Service
the Cotton Textile Institute at
Frieidaire Appliances
. Clemson, is in Washington this
Clemson
Seneca
week attending a meeting of the

certainly net pa; tial to the State's
Righters, did not give Thurmond
and Wright much chance for success since it predicts that the
new party will carry only five
Southern states and pell about
fifty electoral votes.
Time, an acknowledged pro-.
Dewey periodical sent a reporter
to Clemson to get background
material for the write-up. The
writer, Eill Rowland of the Atlanta Time bureau, was conducted around the campus by Professor John D. Lane.

Sponsored by Norman Gerstenzang, Inc., manufacturers of the
Normandy Pen, The National Five
* Arts Award has begun to contact
' colleges, universities and writers'
i clubs for entries in its first naj tional contest.
According to Nat Sherman, its
J director, the structure of The Na| tional Five Arts Award was deJ signed to avoid the shortcomings
I characteristic of most writing con■ tests and of the existing but_ limited and hard to get writing fellowships. He maintained that
j any attempt to discover and aid

producer. The playwright would
then receive a Dramatists' Guild
contract providing full royalties
for a Broadway production and
standard royalties for radio and
television adaptations which might
follow. He would also receive
the proceeds of the sale of his
work to motion pictures.
In each category, as with the
play, The National Five Arts
Award proposes to obtain professional production and publication
of the most meritorious scripts,
stories ■ and songs. And in each
case the author will receive full
royalties in corformity with the
highest standards set by all the
Writers' Guilds.
The contests, which are open to

all writers, require a two dollar
mtry fee on the first manuscript
admitted, and a one dollar fee
or each additional entry. Closng date of the contests is January 31, 1949. Announcement of
"he Normandy Pen Awards and,
fellowships will be made April 1,
1949, or as soon thereafter as
possible.
Each category will be judged by
a panel of three, all writers, critics
or producers of national reputation and distinction in the particular field in which he or she
acts as a judge.
The address of The National
Fivve Arts Award Inc., is 715
Fifth Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

I smoked CHESTERFIELDS
between scenes while
my new picture,
JOHNNY BELINDA,
they're MILDER...

I

It's MY cigarette.
STARRING IN

JOHNNY BELINDA
A WARNER BROS. PICTURE

V71GJNG" PON AUTO PARTS CO.
WALHALLA

SENECA
(Continued From Page 1)

tions at the exposition.
Dr. Hugh M. Brown, Dean of
be in Washington October 13-15.
j the Textile School, will leave
i Tuesday, October 12, to attend a
| meeting of the A.merican Society
for Testing Materials which is to
j Before returning to Clemson, Dr.
j Brown also plans to visit the lab| oratories of the Bureau of Plant
| Industry and Bureau of Human
| Nutrition and Home Economics
located in Beltsville, Maryland.

writing talent must go beyond
the mere selection of winners and
payment of prizes if promising
writers are to receive encouragement and recognition.
"This
means", he said, "that after contest winners are named and fellowships awarded, production and
publication of the best scripts
should be provided for".
For example, The National Five
Arts Award proposes to arrange
for the Broadway production of
the winning play. Under this
plan, in addition to the cash award
of $2,000, it will undertake arranging the production of this
play by a reputable, professional

Phone 186

Phone 383-777

BAILENGER-PRSCE MOTORS
CHRYSLER
PLYMOUTH
Expert Repairing and Service
Genuine Mopar Engineered and
inspected Parts
SSN£CA,S. C
PHONE 430

*

CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE—A poitable electric
washing machine;. Made by
Sterling Mfg. Will sell for $25.00.
II. M. Pre Tab 326
FOR SALE—A Universal electric
washing machine, perfect en lditiori. Full size washer. S50.00.
Pre Fab 326.
FOR SALE—Tuxedo for sale; excellent condition. Size 36. Call
by Pre .Fab 318.
HOT DOGS — HAMBURGERS
Open Until 1:00 A. M.

TiGER'S DEN
Opposite Post Office

DATES TO REMEMBER , . .

TAP ROOTS
Starring
Susan Kaywood — Van Heflin
Rated by Many as Greater Than

GONE WITH THE WIND
Filmed in Glorious Technicolor near Asheville, N. C.
"Powerful . . . told with sweep and vigor. More than fair
comparison with 'Gone With the Wind.' "—Film Daily.
'Excellent. Not since 'Gone With the Wind' has Hollywood
cir.ait with the Civil War theme to such dramatic and pictorial
a.'\ a-.tjge."—Motion Picture Herald.
We really recommend this breathtaking peak in film entertainment.
The Management

Monday, Tuesday, Oct*. 18-19
CLEMSON THEATRE

J

